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HORSE RIDERS 

 

David Bomberg Racehorses Black chalk and wash 1913 Charles Fliess Study Pencil, brown and black chalk 
 

CONTENT AND IDEAS 
 

What similarities and differences can you see between these two pictures?  

• Both pictures show riders on horseback. 

• Bomberg’s horses are lined up close together for a horse race. 

• Bomberg’s horses are all shown in profile (sideways) and face in the same direction from left to right. 

• Fliess’s horses face in two different directions. 

• Bomberg’s horses have saddles.  

• Fliess’s horses are bareback. 

• In Bomberg’s picture almost all of the horses are in the same position and look very stiff.  

• Fliess’s horses are much livelier and all shown moving in very different ways. 

• Bomberg’s horses look as if they are toy wooden horses. They have very little detail to show that they are horses - they 

have no ears, manes, mouths or hooves.  

• Fliess’s horses look more real. 

• Bomberg’s riders do not look real. They have been simplified. 

• Fliess’s people look more realistic and have faces, feet and hands. 

 

Compare other horse racing pictures  

Edgar Degas painted more than 90 pictures at the races, including pictures of both before and after a race, including: 

Racehorses before the Stands c.1879 and The False Start c.1870 

Théodore Géricault The Derby at Epsom 1821 

Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec The Jockey 1899 

Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec Race horse 1885-88 

Edouard Manet The Races at Longchamp 1864 
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Activities 

• Ask children to share ideas about what might be happening in Fliess’s picture.  

Why are two of the horses going in one direction and the third in another? 

Where might they be going in such a hurry?  

What is the rider on the leading horse carrying? 

 

FORM AND COMPOSITION 

 

How would you describe the way Bomberg has depicted horses? 

• Bomberg has reduced the form of the horses to simple, angular geometric shapes.  

• They have tubular bodies, heads and legs.  

• Their heads are mostly joined to their bodies at a right-angle. 

• The hindquarters are sharply angled. 

• The legs are totally straight, like rods, and stick out from  

   the horses’ bodies at the same angles. 

• The horses look stiff and have no joints or muscles. 

• They have a cross for an eye. 

• They have no ears, mouth, mane, tail or hooves. 

• The saddles are tiny grids of squares. 

• The horses already racing in the far distance have been reduced to horizontal 

tubes. 

 

Compare the way Fliess depicts horses. 

• The horses look more solid and three-dimensional – they have defined 

rounded flanks and hindquarters. 

• The horses have much more detail – they have faces, manes, tails and 

hooves. 

• Their legs are bent and lifted off the ground. 

• They look powerful, muscular, lively and energetic. 
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Compare other pictures of horses and riders in movement   

Théodore Géricault Charging Chasseur 1812 (Museum of Fine Arts, Rouen) 

West frieze of the Parthenon Horsemen c.440 BC (British Museum, London) 

Ernest Meissonier Campagne de France  1814 

Sidney Nolan The Chase 1946 

Raphael Saint George Fighting the Dragon c.1502 (Louvre, Paris) 

Fredrick Remington Dismounted: The Fourth Trooper Moving the Led Horses 1890 

Pierre-Auguste Renoir A Morning Ride in the Bois de Boulogne 1873 (Hamburger Kunsthalle) 

Peter Paul Rubens Lion Hunt 1617-1618 (Alte Pinakothek, Munich) 

Paolo Uccello The Battle of San Romano c.1450 (National Gallery, London) 

Diego Velazquez Baltasar Carlos on Horseback 1635 (Prado, Madrid) 

Leonardo da Vinci Studies for the Battle of Anghiari 1503-6 (Windsor, Royal Library) 

 

How did Bomberg depict the riders and spectators in his picture? 

• Bomberg also reduced the rider to angular shapes.  

• The riders racing in the far distance have been reduced to a series of sharp diagonals to suggest they are riding past us at 

top speed. 

• The main riders have tubular heads, arms, bodies, legs and feet, often connected at sharp angles. 

• The spectators in the foreground have thin box-like bodies, tubular heads and some have hats. 

• The spectators are connected by black lines. 

• Several of the spectators have a nose, mouth and eyes. See how many of these you can spot. 

How did Bomberg give the riders a sense of individuality? 

• Each rider is shown sitting differently on his horse as they all get ready for the race.  

• Look carefully to find: 

– A rider with his head down, pulling his horse with both arms 

– A rider trying to control a rearing horse 

– A rider leaning back with one hand on the horse’s rump 

– A rider sitting bolt upright on his horse 

– A rider leaning forward with his left arm raised 

– A rider sitting upright with his head down and both arms raised 

         

Two groups of spectators  

Activities 

• Ask children to draw a horse and rider or a person in movement, copying Bomberg’s technique of using simple geometric 

shapes for the head, body and limbs. 

• Children might like to convert their drawing into a sculpture. Look at Marino Marini’s Horse  and Rider sculptures for 

inspiration on how to create simplified forms. 
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How did Bomberg create a sense of space in his picture? 

• Bomberg created a sense of depth by overlapping the horses – with those closest to us at 

the bottom of the picture and those furthest away nearer the top of the picture. 

• Notice that these horses are more or less the same size. If Bomberg had used traditional 

perspective, the waiting horses further away would be smaller than those closest to us. 

• The sharp angles of the wall behind these horses, as well as the smaller horses and riders 

racing beyond the wall also help give a feeling of depth. 

 

How did the two artists create a sense of movement in their pictures? 

• Bomberg depicted the start of a race rather than the race itself.  However, the repetition of  

the horses’ shapes, with the criss-cross diagonals of their legs and the jumble of riders leaning in different directions, with their 

arms up or down, gives the picture a sense of rhythm and a feeling of energy and nervous dynamism. 

• The horses virtually fill the picture space so that your eye darts from one to the other. 

• The horizontal lines on the ground help add to the feeling of movement. 

 

• Fliess shows all the horses’ movement by depicting them with:  

– one or more feet in the air  

– their ears laid back  

– their heads straining forwards or up 

 

TECHNIQUE AND MATERIALS 

 

How have the artists made the horses and riders look three-dimensional? 

• Bomberg used contrasting light and shade to give the horses and people a feeling of tubular roundedness. 

• Fliess drew the outline of the horses and then shaded parts to help define their muscles and sinews. 
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ABOUT THE ARTISTS 

 

David Bomberg 

David Bomberg was born in Birmingham in 1890, the fifth child in a Polish-Jewish immigrant family, but grew up in 

Whitechapel in the East End of London. He initially trained as a lithographer and studied art in evening classes but a grant 

from the Jewish Education Art Society enabled him to study at the Slade School of Art in 1911. During this time he painted a 

series of complex geometric works – most famously Mud Bath and In the Hold – combining the influence of Cubism and 

Futurism. (The Futurists were fascinated by the dynamism of modern forms of machinery, transport and communication. One 

of their main interests was capturing a sense of movement in their works.) However, during World War l Bomberg served on 

the Western front. His experience of the destructive power of machines at war and the death of his brother in the trenches 

destroyed his faith in the machine age. After the war his painting became rounded and more representational. He spent four 

years in Palestine concentrating on landscape painting and later lived in Spain developing a more vigorous style with looser 

brush work. He was an official war artist during the Second World War. After the war, he taught at the Borough Polytechnic 

where his students included Frank Auerbach and Leon Kossoff. Bomberg died in 1957. 

 

Examples of other works by David Bomberg in the Ben Uri Collection 

At the Window  

Signed and dated 1919 

Oil on canvas  

75 x 49 cm 

 

Ghetto Theatre 

Signed and dated 1920 

Oil on canvas  

75 x 62.5 cm 

 

Examples of works by David Bomberg in the Tate Collection  
Bathing Scene, circa 1912-13 

Oil on wood 

support: 55.9 x 68.6 cm 

painting 

Purchased 1968 

 

Ju-Jitsu, circa 1913 

Oil on board 

support: 61.9 x 61.9 cm frame: 76.0 x 76.1 x 3.5 cm 

painting 

Presented by the Trustees of the Chantrey  
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Bequest 1963 

 

Examples of work from the Tate collection can be viewed on line at: 

http://www.tate.org.uk/servlet/ArtistWorks?cgroupid=999999961&artistid=777&page=1 

 

Charles Fliess 

Charles Fliess was born in Germany in 1899 and came to England in 1939 at the outbreak of World War ll. He exhibited at 

Derby Art Gallery in 1954. He died in 1956. 

 

Examples of other works by Charles Fliess in the Ben Uri Collection:  

Cambridge, View from Fen Causeway 

Signed and dated 1953 

Oil on canvas  

51 x 66 cm 

 

Portrait of a Woman  

Signed and dated 1949 

Oil on canvas  

51 x 35 cm 

 

Other useful works for comparison 

Giacomo Balla Dynamism of a Dog on a Lead 1912 

Giacomo Balla The Speed of an Automobile 1912 

Albert Gleizes The Hunt 1911 

Jean Metzinger At the Cycle race-track c.1914 

Fernand Leger The Acrobats 1933 

 

 
 

http://www.tate.org.uk/servlet/ArtistWorks?cgroupid=999999961&artistid=777&page=1

